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Abstract

The initial rate of rise (-,f the central electron density during _- 100 kev deuterium

neutral beam injection is f()und to agree well with calculations of the beam deposition

rate. The best agreement is with beam deposition calculations using older tabl]la-

tions of the atomic cr_,ss-sections; the effects of using new tabulations or including

multi-step ionization pr,)cesses appear to approximately cancel. The neutral-beam

depositi(m profile is a strong function of both the magnitlMe and the shape of the

target plasma density. Peaked heating profiles can be achieved at high target densities

(,nlv fr_)m peaked target density profiles.
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Precise infc_rmation on the neutral-beam dep_sition profile is essential t_ the

study of neutral-beam-heated tokamak plasmas, since the beam deposition profile

pr_,vides the basis f_,r understanding particle and heat transport experiments, lt is
tb

also, irnp_,rtant to know how to create peaked deposition to optimize the effect of

heating. In the past, the determination c_f tile deposition profile primarily relied

on computations Recent studies[1 ,)i have re-examined various atomic cross-sections• ,,_J

and rep_rted results which deviated from older measurements.13-5 i In this paper, the

measured rate of rise of the electron density in TFTR is c_mpared to the calculated

electron source rate from neutral-beam injection, 5_(r,t)i. The good agreement in

the center of the discharge supports the use of the deposition calculations, and allows

filrther c_mparison tc, different atomic cross-sections and processes. The shape of the

beam deposition profile is found to depend not only on the magnitude but also the

shape of the _arget plasma density for the TFTR tangential injection svstem.

A time-dependent transport code. TRANSP,6,71 is used to calculate the electron

production rate. employing a .Xlonte Carlo calculation for the beam ions and neutrals.

In this calc_lation, the measured time evolution of T_,_(r), n_(r), Z_/f(r), and wall

recycling via H,_ are used. The deuterium neutrals from the neutral beam produce

electrons through several differem processes. The code calculates electron production

by the basic processes" electron-impact i_mization, proton-impact ionization, and

ic)nizati_m and charge exchange processes with impurities. The ionization _f the

thermal neutrals produced by charge exchange beam depositi,,n are also calculated. 8

A unique featllre of TRANSP is the inclusion of beam deposition from interaction with

other beam ions and calculation of the beam charge exchange recapture process. The

important features _f a beam species mix. beam divergence, and power profile across

the beam source are accurately modeled in this calculation. The estimated error in the

TRANSP calculati_,n of the l_cal electron source rate due to the beams is _v_10c_. The

uncertainty is largely due t_, ._lonte ('arh, numerical noise. TRANSP calculations can

be perf_,rmed with b,_th the ,,ld 3 5 (etl) and new l 2 (ct2) tabulations of the atomic ,



physics cross-sections for the same discharge and compared with the experiments.

Multi-step ionization:9,10] (MSI), a process which effectively enhances the cross-

secti_,ns; is imp_,rtant in plasmas where the density is high. The effect of XlSI

princesses was prex'iouslx" examined in the TFPtlll ] tokamak. There, the heating-

beam depositi, m was examined throllgh shine-through measurements. In general,
t

the measured shine-through power was less than the calculation with _r_. \Vhen the

,_IS] princesses were included, the measured shine-through power was more than the

calculation. ;\t present, the MSI calculation is available only with ct1 through the

models of Refs. [91and [10].

.-kn increase in local electron density can be the result of changes in the electron

particle source from either neutral beam deposition or recycling neutrals from the

t,_kamak wall. .-kt the center of the plasma, the electron density is ]east affected

bv wall recycling changes 12i dllring the initial period (the first 100 msec)of neutral

beam injection. Thus. pr_,x'ided that the changes in the density' can be measured with

sufficient accuracy, the initial central density rise provides a good test of deposition
IP

calculati_m.

The deuterium plasmas studied had a wide range of parameters" the toroidal

magnetic field _T was varied over the range 4-5 T, the plasma current Ip over 1-2 XlA,

and the heating power P_ over 5-'2'2 XI\_.'. In TFTR, twelve neutral beams inject

tangentially, with six co-tangential t_, the plasma current and six c_mnter-tangential.

Deuterium neutral beams are injected with full energies of 90-110 kek'. To reduce the

effects of plasma r,_,tation on the measured density or beam dep_,sition. ,mlv discharges

with nearly balanced momentum injection are studied, i.e., (P_o- Pa,)/(P_o- P_t,): <

0.2. where P_o and P_t, are the powers of the neutral beams injected c_-paralle] and

c_llnter-parallel t_, the plasma current, respectively.

The time-dependent e]ectr_n density is calculated bx" inx'ersi_mil3 _ of the mea-

sured line-integral densitx" al_,ng 10 ch,_rds. The calculation takes int{, account the

el,,ngati_m of the magnetic flux surfaces (as inferred from poloidal fie]el measurements



,,lllside the plasma) and a self-consistent Shafranov shift. The abs(,lute and relative

uncertainties in the determinati(m of local electron density are - 1.5 and ().5xl() la

m --'_. respectivel.v. These uncertainties are c(,nstant across the profile._14

The calculated changes in electron density with ct1 are compared to the measured *

\'allws in Fig. 1. As sh_)wn in this figure, tile initial rate (_f rise of the ]_,cal electnm

density at small minor radii (r/a <_ 0.5) can be entirely explained by beam fueling.

In the ,,liter regi,m (,f the plasma (ria > 0.5) the particle influx from the wall quickly

dominates the particle s_,urce.

The best agreement with the measured central electron density rise is obtained

using ct1. Am,,ng ct. points, the hydrc,gen impact i¢,nizati_m cn,ss-section is signif-

icantly smaller at l_,w energies compared to th_,se of tri points. This results in the

calculations predicting deeper penetration and significantly more on-axis dep,,sition.

The tr2 fi,r electr(,n ionization and charge exchange processes are relatively close to

the 6rl.

The difference between the calculated rise (/kn_(0)_al) in the central electron

density for the neutral-beam particle so_rce and the measured rise (,Xn_(0),_,,,) over

the initial 100 msec. normalized t_ the measured value, is shown in Fig. 2. This *

difference is shown using ct1, tr1 with XISI pr¢,cesses, and tr2- As expected, the effects

,_f MS1 processes and the differences in cross-sections are significant in plasmas with

high density. ('alclllations including .'klS] processes with the tr2 sh_,uld pre,vide the

b¢'st results f,,r c_mparing t,_ the experinwnts. The relative effect (,f ._ISI pr,,cesses in

the calc_llati,,ns with rr2 are expected t_) be similar 1o those with tr,. Since the .'xlSl

processes enhance the cr_)ss-sections, while the new hydrogen impact ionizati(m cross-

secti(,ns are smaller, the effect ,,f including the MSI processes and using ct2 roughly

cancel, and would be expected tc, result in agreement with calculations just using tr1.

Tc, c_,mpare deposition calculati_ns f,,r a number of conditions it is convenient t,,
I



define the deposition pr_)file shape factor

' ,,'here .._;b_(0. t) and .,'S_(r. t)> are central and volume averaged electron source rate due

lc, lh(" nelltral-beam, respectively. This definiti(m is similar to the density peakedness

facu)r F_ n_(O)/(n_;,, where n_(0)is the central electron density arid (n_> is v()lume-

averaged electr()n density.

The penetrati_,n (,f the heating-beam is expected to be an exponential function ()f

electr(,n density. The calculated Hn_ for a wide range of line-averaged densities (ii_)

with relatively broad profile shapes (F,_ < '2), can be described as

Hn_ = a. exp: -b i_ _ (2)

where a and b are appropriate coefficients. In a plasma with a low target density; the

differences between 1ising es1 _r _r2 in the calculaticm are relatively small and effects of

.NISI processes are not significant. As the target density is increased, the effects (_f ._ISI

* and differences due to cross-sections are pronounced, but go in different directions.

The calculated H,_, using etl, al with MSI processes, or cr2 is fitted to Eq. (2) and
i

the coefficients are evaluated. The ratio of the calculated H,_ to the fitted Hn_ is

illustrated in Fig. 3. Here. the averaging time for the calculation of H,_ was 50 msec.

For the TFTR plasmas, the e-folding values of fi_ f¢>r H,,_ with the cr2 and o'1 are

3.8 and 3.0 × li) iu' i rrta. respectively. Thus the calculated penetrati(m depth varies

by -_ 30(7( due to the differences in alomic cross secti(,n tabulati_ms, When the MSI

processes are included in the calculation with rr1, the penetration depth is reduced

bv _ 2(1_ and the corresponding e-folding value is 2.4 x 1019/m a.

H_,wever. H,_¢ frlr peaked profiles (F_¢ _> '2) deviates significantly from the expo-

nential dependence pr_jected f_ir the br{_ad target pre,files. Figure 4 shows the ratio

between the calculated H,_¢ for a variety _,f i)r(,file shapes and the fitted H,_, calculated

with al in Fig. 3. The penetration depth f¢_r peaked density profiles is significantly

" enhanced compared lc, that for t)r_ad pre,files as ft_ is increased in TFTR plasmas.



In neutral-beam heated tokamak plasmas, it is desirable t¢_ have a peaked dep¢_siti_m

profile to ¢_ptimize heating efficiency. A peaked Hne, while not a sufficient condition.

is helpflll f_r imtm_ved energy c¢mfinement15 _ in neutral-beam heated plasmas. In
b

_rder t_ maintain a peaked H,_ at high density, the density profile has be peaked.

In sllmmarv, the calculated neutral-beam deposition in a tokamak plasma is

c(msistent with the measured central electron density rise over a wide range of plasma

density and pr_)file shape. Use of the older at_mrfic physics cross-section tabulation

gives the })est agreement, as the effects of the new tabulation of cross-secti(ms or

including multi-step ionization pr(_cesses appear to cancel even at high density for

I'FTP_ parameters. However. the new tabulati_m of atomic cross-sections t(_gether

with ._ISI processes should be used in the calculation of neutral beam penetration

in plasmas. The beam depositi(m profile shape is m,t only a function of line density

bill also a strong fllncti_m _)f the larger density pr(_file shape in a tangential injecticm

system like TFTR. Oblaining strongly peaked healing profiles requires l_w target

density or highly peaked targets, preferably both.
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Figures

Fig. I. A c_:_ml)arison between the measured electron density and the calculated elec-

tron source from the neutral beams for several different radii. The target plasma

has a hre" line-averaged density (h_ - 0.8 x 1019 m-a), and lp - 1..t ._IA, Br - 4 T,

* t}_ - 1-1 ._IW a_d a 0.9 m. The hist,)grarns represent the integral ()f the

calculated Sb_(r,t) fr_,m the start of beam injection at 4.0 sec.

Fig. '2. The normalized difference between caiclllat, ed and measuTed initial central

electron density rise is shown as a functi_m _f target plasma density f_,r 6 different

discharge5, calculated with the three different methods: 7_ - with ct2. _ - with cq,

and filled z - with ct: and MS1 processes. The time averaging was 10(} msec and

plasma parameters are as follow; BT ranges over -1-5 T, Ii, _ver 1-2 _IA, and Pb_

_,ver 1(}-22 .\I\V.

Fig. 3. The rati(_ between the calculated and fitted Hn_ is shown as a flmction of

' h_ for the br()ad target density pre,files (F,_ < 2), Hn_ is calculated bv the three

different methods: the symbols are the same as in Fig. '2 and each data set has
tl

then been fit separately. For the fitted de. _a calculated with o'2, a - 4.67 and b =

0.26 m -a For the fitted data calculated with a:, a 4.76 and b - 0.33 rn -a. For

the fitted data calculated with a: t,_gether with MS! processes, a = 5.27 and b =

0.-11 m

Fig..1. The enhanced penetrati, m _f the heating-beam due t_ effects of the target

density pr_,file shape are illustrated. The ratio between the calculated Hn_ for a

variety _f target density profile shapes and the fitted H,,_, calculated with the ¢r1

f_r the br_ad profile shapes is depicted as a function _,f rz_. Filled !-- - Fn_ < '2, e,

-2.0 5 F_ < 2.5. _- 2.5 5 F_ < 3.0. and filled "_- /v > 3.0.
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